
Vertex Installation with Fidelity SkyTalk
(non-Papa Johns)

1.  Study the diagram below and completely understand the connections before proceeding.

2.  Make Vertex connections when no VoIP calls are in progress and internet traffic is at a
minimum.

3.  Power-up the Vertex and wait until power light remains steady on. The unit will attempt to
negotiate DHCP in an effort to automatically obtain an IP address.

4.  Check the other lights on the front panel. Amber lights on all three channels should be steady
on, indicating a network connection.  If any amber light is not on, check your connections. The
green lights on each channel should flash, indicating data packets detected.

If all amber lights are not on, your Fidelity SkyTalk rep may need to configure the Pepwave
router to 100BaseT, Half-Duplex.

5.  Contact your Fidelity SkyTalk representative to configure the unit.

6. After the unit is configured, your representative may instruct you to change the connection of
the “Management Port” link.  If so, disconnect the “Management Port” link from the NetGear
POE Switch (shown as solid green line below) and re-connect to the POS Router (shown as
dotted blue line below).

7.  If Step 6 above was accomplished, reboot (re-power) the Vertex. This will allow the Vertex to
obtain a new IP address matching the POS network via DHCP.
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The Vertex VoIP-Caller ID
unit connects the Pepwave router
to the Netgear POE switch through the
“VoIP Bridge Ports”. All VoIP traffic passes through
the Vertex since the original connection has been
removed. The “Management Port” on the Vertex
connects to the Netgear switch for configuration.

If your POS software uses Ethernet Caller ID data, move the
Management Port connection to your POS Router after configuration is
complete. Then re-boot the Vertex.
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